Physicians portrayed in comedy television shows are commonly general practitioner handling an embarrassing medical issue. Rarely does the dermatologist make an appearance. We take a look back at how dermatologists have been portrayed in several popular television sitcoms over the last 25 years.

Before dermatologist Sandra Lee, MD, embraced the title of Dr. Pimple Popper, this title was referenced in the 90s sitcom *Seinfeld*. In one episode Jerry dates a charming dermatologist whom he accuses of giving him a rash, only to find out that he had a contact dermatitis from his own towels. Throughout the episode, he is flabbergasted that the dermatologist takes credit for saving lives. At dinner, he becomes confrontational and shouts, "It must take a really, really big zit to kill a man," calling her "Pimple Popper, MD." Immediately after, Seinfeld is reminded by a patron that dermatologists treat skin cancer, a detail he regretfully had forgotten ([@bb0005]). In recognition of the impact of this memorable scene, *Seinfeld* received an award from the American Academy of Dermatology for promoting skin cancer awareness ([@bb0025]).

In *Grey's Anatomy*, surgery resident Dr. Cristina Yang heads to the dermatology wing to pick up a moisturizer. Here, she discovers a serene waiting room and meets Dr. Daisy Pepman, a first-year dermatology resident. Dr. Pepman is having her hands massaged by a masseuse who specifically caters to the residents; she explains that "our hands do such delicate work, it's important that they stay healthy." Hereafter, the surgery residents begin to hide out in the dermatology suite and indulge in the "magical world where doctors are happy," prompting Dr. Yang to ask: "Do you know how much easier our lives could be if we could just love lotion?" ([@bb0010]).

The satirical sitcom *Scrubs* holds no punches when it came to the dermatologist. Medicine resident J.D. states that the saddest thing in the hospital is "a dermatologist that's just been paged milking it for all it's worth." This is cut to an attending dermatologist running through the hospital halls screaming "skin doctor coming through! I got to get somewhere! STAT!" Next, attending Perry Cox mocks a patient with melanoma for creating a consultation and pulling the dermatologist away from "his backne \[sic\] seminar and validat\[ing\] his most ridiculous of career choices." In a different *Scrubs* episode, the attending dermatologist is called upon to help a few of the residents. To his disappointment, they only called him over to ask for money because they presume he has a trust fund ([@bb0015]).

With the high volume of cyst-popping videos on YouTube, recent portrayals of dermatologists are, not surprisingly, edgier. In the popular sitcom *The Big Bang Theory,* dermatology resident Emily Sweeney is a redhead with tattoos, is a fan of horror movies, and has a taste for all things dark and gory. Her favorite Disney character is the humanoid ragdoll Sally from *The Nightmare Before Christmas*, which she likes for having lots of scars and sewn-on limbs ([@bb0020]).

Many of the same dermatology stereotypes from different specialties appear to have entered mainstream media. On one end of the spectrum, we are an elite group in a coveted specialty who treat complex conditions. On the other end, we are cyst-popping physicians devoid of saving lives. Interestingly, sitcoms have taken a deeper look into the life of the dermatologist and created a persona around the type of individual who would enter such a field. This has recently been portrayed by beautiful women with a range of personalities. For one who enjoys satire and comedy, perhaps there is humor in seeing the dermatologist as the pun of the joke.
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